Optimize Workplace Safety
with Device Magic
Every seven seconds, one of the 130 million workers employed at one of 8+ million worksites
around the United States is injured. That translates into 12,600 injuries each day, 88,500 per week
and 4.6 million every year. Device Magic mobile inspection forms help minimize and prevent these
numbers by making processes like conducting safety inspections, completing incident reports,
maintaining OSHA compliance and optimizing risk audits simple, yet powerful.

Job Safety Analysis
Annual Production Days Lost Due to
Work-Related Injuries:
104,000,000

Create straightforward checklists
& inspection forms for any
industry in minutes. Gather &
analyze data on which injuries are
most common, which groups are
most prone to accident & when
equipment requires maintenance.
Device Magic users report a 30%
increase in compliance.

Top 5 Jobs with the Highest # of Injuries
Leading to Days Away from Work:
Service, Transportation & Shipping,
Manufacturing & Shipping, Installation,
Maintenance & Repair, Construction

OSHA Recordkeeping - Length of Time:
≥5 years

Mobile safety checklists and
inspection forms shave 7 hours
off of inspection time on average.
In a recent study, they also led to
a >30% increase in the number of
inspections performed.

Scale back this number by
immediately collecting & delivering
accurate information, identifying
the root cause of incidents &
establishing better overall safety
systems. On average, utilizing
mobile forms has resulted in 23%
fewer incidents.

Average Time Saved per Inspection:

OSHA requires work-related
injury and illness records to be
maintained for at least 5 years.
The Device Magic Dashboard
allows you to reference, review
and analyze your secure data
whenever and wherever you want.

7:00 hours

Speed of Response & Resolution:
10x faster

Device Magic mobile forms help
customers, suppliers and staff
communicate at least 10x faster,
minimizing incident response time
and preventing future accidents.
71% of customers report gaining
access to accurate data sooner
while simultaneously lowering
operational costs.

Take your team’s safety to the next level.
Contact Device Magic Today:
sales@devicemagic.com • devicemagic.com • 1 (855) 257-9650

